
HOUSE No. 427.

House of Representatives, May 28, 1874.

The Committee on Just and Equal Taxation, to whom were
referred the petition of the executive committee of the
Boston Liberal League for the enactment of laws securing
just and equal taxation, and the petition of Phiueas E. Gay
and 1,150 others of Boston, and numerous other petitions,
in aid of said first mentioned petition ; also the Bill intro-
duced by Mr. Whiting, of Pembroke, for the taxation of
religious and charitable corporations,

REPOK T;

That they have heard the statements, facts and arguments
presented and urged in behalf of the petitioners; also the
statements, facts and arguments presented and urged by
numerous remonstrants ; and have, so far as they have been
able, duly considered the same; that they find the subject
opens a wide field for inquiry and investigation, involving the
consideration of a multitude of facts and the most important
questions of state policy, and that a proper, careful and
thorough inquiry and investigation requires more time and
attention than they have been able to give, and more than can
well be given by a Committee sitting only occasionally during
the session of the legislature ; that they are not prepared to
recommend any change in the laws relating to exemptions
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from taxation, at this time, but, believing that the importance
of the subject and its general interest to the people and tax-
payers of the State, will justify the appointment of a com-
mission, with authority to sit during the recess of the legisla-
ture, to call such witnesses and make such inquiry and
investigation as they deem proper relative to the laws relating
to taxation and the exemptions therefrom, and make a full
report in print to the next General Court, they recommend
the passage of the accompanying Resolve.

Per order,

SAMUEL O. LAMB.
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In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-Four.

RESOLVE

Authorizing the Appointment of a Commission to inquire
into the expediency of revising and amending the laws of
the State relating to Taxation and the exemptions there-
from.

Resolved, That the governor and council be and they are
hereby authorized to appoint a commission, consisting of three
suitable persons, to sit during the recess of the legislature, to
inquire into the expediency of revising and amending the laws
of the state relating to taxation and the exemptions there-
from, with authority to call witnesses, and to report in full,
in print, to the next general court.
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Views of Mk. Whiting of Pembroke.

The undersigned, being a small minority of the Committee
on Just and Equal Taxation, to whom were referred the peti-
tions praying for the repeal of the laws exempting the property
of religious, charitable, and other corporations from taxation,
offer the following Report':

While endorsing generally, the views of our colleagues of
the Committee concerning the magnitude of the subject sub-
mitted to our consideration, and the difficulties with which it
is manifestly fraught, we are utterly unable to recognize the
wisdom or fitness of the conclusion to which they have arrived,
namely, that the whole matter should be referred to the next
Genera] Court. Nor can we feel that our duty would be dis-
charged, by remitting entirely to our successors the respon-
sibility of action, unless it can be shown that will possess
some peculiar advantages for exhaustive investigation, which
have been denied to ourselves. The work to which we were
appointed cannot, we think, with propriety, be ignored, or
turned over to others, without at least such an effort as shall
show that we have not weakly sought to evade what wo were
unable, or unwilling, to perform. Circumstances now beyond
control will preclude a succeeding legislature from deriving
any assistance whatever from our labors, and the whole
ground will have to be explored afresh.

The investigations which we have pursued' these many
weeks, have strengthened and confirmed the convictions that
exemption from taxation as a matter of state policy, is only
justifiable in the isolated cases in which the parties exempted,
are doing essentially the work of the State ; that it is, under
all other circumstances, a wrong inflicted on the people, an
error in political economy, which has wrought great mischief
in the past history of our race, and whose possible develop-
ments in the future may well excite anxiety and apprehension
in thoughtful and patriotic minds.
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To check the undue growth of this system, and restrain it
within proper limits, is now comparatively an easy task, while
its unlimited expansion will, by the iron logic by which the
future is continually eliminating itself from the past, at no
distant period, bid defiance to peaceful remedy, and leave to
our descendants only the dread alternative of slavish submis-
sion to an intolerable burden, or wholesale confiscation and
forceful spoliation. , The true prosperity and the only safety
of corporate institutions, as of individuals, lies in hearty obe-
dience to impartial laws, and in dividing equally the burden
of taxation, which is only tolerable from the equality of its
pressure.

The nation that the cause of religion and morality is ad-
vanced or benefited by the enforced pecuniary support of
these corporations, is rebuked by all past history, and is in
direct conflict with the fundamental principles of our govern-
ment, Further, it is quite apparent that even were our
statutes of exemption otherwise unexceptionable, they are
eminently defective, from the fact that under their operation
the bountj’ of the State is bestowed in largest measure where
it is least needed. There is no discrimination exercised, or
rather, to speak more correctly, discrimination is made in the
wrong direction. A powerful and wealthy corporation, by
the release of its tax, receives a large gift which it does not
need, while to the poor and feeble society the exemption is
quite insignificant; an inequality which can only be remedied
by causing state aid to such institutions to take the form of
direct appropriations from the treasury.

The glory of the Christian religion consists in the fact that
it is a voluntary system, and it seems.to us but a poor and
ignoble conception of its nature and intent to obtain by indi-
rection and force, either the assent or support of the public.
The only cases in whichreligious corporations can justly claim
exemption, are those in which their privileges are extended to
all, without distinction and without price. The few there
are, of this description, we think may be justly classed under
the head of pure charities, and their work as coincident with
that of the State.

With these convictions, wc have felt that we could not
honestly shrink from an attempt to embody them in legis-
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lation, in the hope and belief that our efforts might become,
at least, the nucleus of wise and just enactments.

We therefore report the accompanying Bill.

WILLIAM WHITING.
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lu the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-Four.

AN ACT
Concerning the Taxation of Religious, Charitable

and other Societies and Corporations.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen-
tatives, in General Court assembled ,

and -by the author-
ity of the same, as follows:

1 Sect. 1. That on and after the first day of
2 January, in the year one thousand eight hundred
3 and seventy-five, the property of musical, agricul-
-4 tural and educational associations, other than col-
-5 leges and town schools, heretofore exempted from
6 taxation, shall be taxed the same as other descrip-
-7 tions of property.

1 Sect. 2. The property of religions and charit-
-2 able associations, heretofore exempted from tax-
-3 ation, shall, except in the cases hereinafter men-
-4 tioued, be taxed in the same manner as the
5 corporations and societies named in the first sec-
-6 tion: provided, however, that all religious societies
i shall be entitled to hold property to the amount of
8 five thousand dollars free from taxation.
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1 Sect. 3. Religious and other societies claiming
2 to be purely charitable in purpose and administra-
-3 tion, shall, before the date named in the first sec-
-4 tion of this act, make to the commission hereinafter
5 established, returns setting forth the purpose and
6 location of such society, amount of endowment
7 and whence derived, their annual receipts and ex-
-8 penditures, and the specific objects to which the
9 latter have been devoted during the year last past,

10 with the number and salaries of their officers.

1 Sect. 4. The board of state charities, together
2 with the tax commissioner, shall constitute a com-
-3 mission to receive and examine the returns required
4 in the third section of this act, and when it shall
5 appear to their satisfaction that any society making
G such returns is a pure charity, they shall certify
7 the same to the tax commissioner, and said society
8 shall be exempt from taxation for the amount
9 applied to charitable purposes: provided,

however ,

10 that societies neglecting to make returns shall not
11 benefit by the provisions of this act.

1 Sect. 5. The tax authorized by this act shall
2 be assessed by the tax commissioner, and at the
3 average rate of the state, county and town tax for
4 the year preceding. And the basis of valuation
5 upon which the tax shall be assessed shall be
G the present value of property for the same or
7 similar purposes to which it has been applied.
8 And the tax commissioner is hereby authorized to

9 require from all the societies and associations
10 affected by this act such returns as may be found
11 necessary to the discharge of his duty. And the
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12 compensation of the commission hereby created
13 shall be fixed by the governor and council.

1 Sect. 6. -This act shall take effect upon its
2 passage, and all acts and parts of acts contrary to
3 the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

2
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Views oe Mr. Morss of Vewburyport.

The undersigned, a member of the Committee on Just and
Equal Taxation, while agreeing, generally, in the conclusions
arrived at by the majority of the Committee, yet differing
somewhat in the premises, at the request of the Committee
respectfully asks leave to present his views on the matters at
issue.

The question of taxation is one of the utmost importance
in its bearing upon an industrial community. Among bar-
barous and semi-civilized nations, the capricious and often
extortionate manner in which the strong arm of power levies
its exactions upon the products of the soil, and the accumu-
lations of industry and economy, deprives the people of all
hope of improving their condition, and strikes with a fatal
paralysis upon all efforts of ambition and enterprise to develop
the resources of the country.

As nations advance in civilization, it is found that the basis
of all prosperity in a community rests in the confidence which
every individual entertains that any accumulation of property
which he honestly obtains through the exercise of good judg-
ment, enterprise, skill, industry or economy, is guaranteed
to him as his own, to be used for the comfort and welfare of
himself and his family. There can be no safety anywhere
but with some accumulation, Even among an agricultural
people, possessed of the most fertile soil aud a genial climate,
there will be years of famine as well as those of bountiful
harvests, and the abundance of fruitful years must be- stored
and cared for, in order that it may be fed out in seasons of
scarcity. If this is essential in agriculture, it is so to a much
greater extent in other avocations, the rewards of which are
not guaranteed to us, with that regularity, certainty and per-
petuity, as are the seasons of seed-time and harvest.

In a free country, law should press as lightly as possible,
upon every individual, being enforced only so far as the pres-
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ervation of public order, and protection to life, liberty and
property make it necessary. There are a few things essen-
tial to the well-being of society, which can best be done un-
der government superintendence, and must be provided for
by taxation. First, for the preservation of-public order and
the punishment of crime, a police force, prisons and courts
are necessary. Next, the helpless poor, the insane and im-
becile are to be cared for in almshouses and hospitals. Then
streets and county roads can be constructed with more uni-
formity under public authority. Beyond this, government
has assumed the education of the children in the community,
on the theory that good education is the groundwork of all
national prosperity and happiness.

There is, however, in all these objects of government ex-
penditure a constant tendency to excess, which needs to be
carefully and constantly guarded against. Our boards of
commissioners, and all our officials, from the highest to the
lowest, always discover that their departments need to be
extended, and everywhere there is a steadily growing demand
for increased expenditure,—more help and more pay,—which
far outruns the ratio of increase in population and wealth,
thus constantly increasing the burden of taxation.

While business was prosperous, under a large flow of for-
eign immigration, which almost every year created a new
State upon our cheap and fertile lauds along the Western
frontier, and the artificial stimulus of an inflated paper cur-
rency was carried,to the extremest point of tension, the in-
creasing taxes for public expenditures were easily endured.
But now, when our cheap lands have been so far appropriated
that immigration is materially checked, and the expanded
credit system can command confidence no farther, the margin
of profit on all business for some years to come is likely to
be so small, that high taxation will be found a great and
grievous burden upon the community.

The evil has been aggravated by the escape of a large
amount of the most productive investments in the State from
taxation. The profits of all industuial enterprise have been
so small, that capital is being gradually withdrawn from
business for the purpose of investment in government bonds
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and other securities, which can be held without being subject
to taxation.

The course of political events and financial legislation dur-
ing the last thirteen years, have tended to foster extravagant
expenditures in every department of life, and the consequent
inevitable reaction cannot fail to he felt with much severity.

Retrenchment is always difficult and unpleasant to those
who have been accustomed to liberal expenditures, and the
call which comes up to this legislature is not for curtailment
in expenditures, but for increased taxation. How this call
should be met is the question to be determined.

It is found that in many towns a very considerable amount
of capital is hidden away from taxation in savings banks.
In some municipalities the amount invested in government
bonds and savings banks has been so great as to seriously
enhance the rate of taxation on all other property. The State
has imposed a tax on savings banks of about one-half the
average rate, and covered it into the state treasury. The tax
upon these institutions, like that upon the national banks,
should be for the benefit of the towns and cities where those
who hold the investments reside, the State taking the tax on
the investments of non-residents.

There is no disposition to tax the small investments of the
working classes in our savings hanks, although a large por-
tion of these classes, particularly the foreign immigrants,
generally withdraw their accumulations soon after, if not be-
fore, they have reached the amount allowed, for the purchase
of a dwelling, a practice worthy of encouragement, but which
is rather discouraged at present, as while the investment is in
the bank he is sensible of no tax, but the moment it is
changed for the purchase of a home, it is then assessed at a
full rate.

But there is a serious and growing evil in our savings
banks, which, if not seasonably checked, will lead ultimately
to more serious effects than escape from taxation, which is
all that comes within the province of this Committee to con-
sider. It is that they .are becoming banks in which the
wealthy classes, for whose benefit they were never designed,
make large investments. These classes are finding it very
convenient to realize dividends from savings banks, equal in
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amount to those received on government bonds, and without
paying the high premium which is now required for govern-
ment securities. This has gone on to a great extent, by plac-
ing money in different banks in the names of their children,
and in some cases, nominally, as trustees. In one case the
number of books held by one wealthy man, have become
known to the undersigned as twelve, of $l,OOO each. In an-
other case the number of books actually held by one individ-
ual was thirty-four.

By the last return of the savings banks, it appears that the
amount of deposits held by them was $202,195,343. Of this
amount, $100,406,707 was loaned on mortgage of real estate,
$35,260,386 on personal security, $23,037,493 on state, city,
county and town securities, $21,733,490 invested in bank
stock, and only $9,215,429 in government bonds, which are
the best and most quickly convertible of all securities for
them to hold. The commissioner says, "there is no induce-
ment to hold the bonds to secure exemption from taxation,
and they are not found sufficiently remunerative to meet the
wants of the banks in a pretty active effort to keep up the
rate of interest paid by them.”

In this connection it ma}r be well to remark briefly concern-
ing an argument that has been pressed strongly upon the
Committee, relative to mortgaged property being twice taxed,
that this is a palpable fallacy, which the simplest example
will make manifest. For instance, to-day, A has $lO,OOO
in money, and to-morrow he lends this money to B, on a
pledge or mortgage of his real estate, as security for its pay-
ment. One is then taxed for his personal property, and the
other for his real estate just as they were before the pledge
was given. The rule applies to all mortgaged property. It
is held by the mortgagor for its income or for a prospective
rise in value.

The next largest amount of property which is exempted
from taxation, and can be reached by state legislation, is
found in meeting-houses or church buildings. The value of
these is now estimated by the assessors at nearly $29,000,000,
an increase of about $6,000,000 in the last three years. It is
well argued against taxing these, that without the religious
teaching which flows from them all our vast expenditures for
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public schools would be worth little or nothing to promote
the welfare and happiness of the people, so that they ore an
essential and vital part of our educational system; that if
private generosity, or associated effert provides the buildings,
the pulpit instruction and the Sunday-school teaching, the
State ought certainly to exempt the property used for such
purposes from taxation. On the other hand it is contended
that we have abjured the idea of any pecuniary connection
between church and state, leaving every sect to take care of
itself, and that consequently their possessions, should be sub-
ject, like all other property, to taxation for the protection given
to it by the government. It is farther argued that this prop-
erty tends naturally and constantly to accumulation, and that
we shall be liable in time to have great estates absorbed by
the church, and thus released from bearing their share of the
necessary public charges, as has been the case to a very in-
jurious extent in older countries and in past ages. Again it
is said, that while in our cities, many churches have become
mere institutions of luxury and fashion, extravagance and
show ; others in the country have not uufrequently split up
into half-starved and useless organizations ; and that taxation
will tend to break up these two extremes of church institu-
tions, which at present exert a deleterious influence on society.

The time may soon come when it will be well to tax all
meeting-houses, the seats of which are not entirely free,
without money and without price, to the public. This would,
doubtless, temporarily serve a good purpose, and after the
accomplishment of that purpose, if found to operate infavor-
ably, the law might at any time be repealed. Such a tax
would also do something to open the eyes of a larger number
of our people to the extravagance aud wastefulness which
have entered into every department of life; and also aid in
demonstrating more clearly, what now seems to be but dimly
understood, that a surfeit even of education in theology is
useless and mischievous, and that it is quite possible here,
as everywhere else, to have too much of a good thing.

The next list of exemptions, in magnitude, is that of educa-
tional institutions, other than public schools, amounting to
thirteen millions of dollars, an increase ot three and a halt
millions during the last three years. This includes colleges,
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academies and private and denominational schools. The
State has encouraged and aided these institutions, and there
may well be some hesitation in subjecting them to taxation.
But the same reasons exist for requiring them to bear then-
share of the costs of maintaining a police, and contributing
to other municipal expenditures, which applies to meeting-
houses, which give moral and religious instruction ; or even to
factories, which furnish remunerative employment to great
numbers of people, not unfrequently when the proprietors
are incurring losses in their investments.

Education is of great value, but there may bo a glut of it,
as of every thing else. Even now there seems to be more
offered in the market than there is mind at hand to carry
away. Daniel Webster once said there is always room in the
upper stories of professional and educated life. And he w-as
right; because all the schools and all the teachers in the world
cannot suffice to place one there. He must climb to the posi-
tion with his own intellectual power and earnest and self-
denying effort. But the lower stories are often crowded with
a jostling, half-starved multitude, as useless for all the ben-
efit they confer on society, as the mendicant friars of the
middle ages. A close observer cannot fail to perceive that
even our common schools have, in many places, been pam-
pered into luxury and extravagance by the fashion of the day
for profuse expenditure. Their education in the multitude of
studies has become superficial, showy and and transitory,
rather than thorough, valuable and permanent.

The time wall doubtless come when state control in intel-
lectual education will be found as unwise as it has been
been demonstrated to be in religions culture. Taking away
the control of our public schools from the municipalities, and
placing it in hands where it is virtually ruled by an oligarchy
composed of the secretary of the board of education, and the
county teachers associations, is already working evil. This
oligarchy is interested mainly in large expenditures, no mat-
ter how unwise or useless. They have actually fixed the
standard of merit, in towns and cities, at the number of
dollars per head expended for education, wholly unmindful
that valuable as is right education-, there is nothing upon
which money can be more uselessly and rapidly wasted, when
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it is given in a wrong direction, and that a single dollar,
widely and judiciously applied, is better than a hundred wasted
and squandered.

The scarcity of good teachers, who now command better pay
than any other class in the community, employed the same
number of hours in the year, proves that our higher edu-
cational institutions have not improved in practical usefulness.
On the whole, there seems to be no sufficient reason why these
institutions should not share in the burdens of municipal
expenditure, until the rate of taxation from a revival of busi-
ness or proper retrenchment in expenditure, comes to press
less heavily upon the community. There may be an outcry
about a tax upon knowledge ; but is not knowledge considered
the key to power and wealth?

The remaining exempted class is benevolent and charitable
institutions, about $6,000,000 in amount. Where these are
free to the relief of all classes in the community, without fee
or favoritism, exemption may be proper; but where they are
instituted for particular classes, and require fees of any kind,
there is no good reason for exemption. The property of
agricultural societies is small, but should come under the
general rule.

It is probable, however, that the people of the Common-
wealth are not yet prepared for so radical a change in the
law, as to subject all these classes of property to indiscrimi-
nate taxation. Ultimately, if no retrenchment of public ex-
penditures can be made, and taxation is continued so onerously
upon the industrial classes, popular opinion may demand the
taxation of these exempted classes ofproperty, in whole or in
part. It is desirable, however, that the matter should be
considered more fully in detail, and matured more carefully
than is possible at this time. Our taxes are not only heavy,
but unfortunately still have a tendency to increase. For
several years past, under a state of active business and ap-
parently great prosperity, the people, individually and col-
lectively, have not been sufficiently prudent and economical,
in view of the certainty of future reactionary depression.
Debts have been incurred and money too profusely expended
in years of prosperity, so that now, with greatly reduced
means, the payment of even the interest has become a great
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burden. Luxury, pride and extravagance have been too
much encouraged in public as well as private expenditures.
It is not to be disguised that the tendency to extravagance in
state expenditures, is quite as marked as that in the cities and
towns. There seems to be a love for increasing the number
and disbursements of its boards of commissioners and other
officials, who have already crowded the spacious State House
and flowed over into Pemberton Square.

Another year will doubtless throw much additional light
on all these questions. The next legislature will have a
better opportunity, and more time to revise the exemption
laws, and the subject will become more familiarized and
better understood among the people than it is at the present
time.

3
J. B. MORSS.








